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I ran up and down the touch line, my hair in a scrunchie waving about and tickling the back of my

neck. The fans chanted Ã¢â‚¬ËœSuzie, Suzie,Ã¢â‚¬â„¢ over to the left from our supporters and

less flattering calls coming from my right. That sort of thing was all part of the game and something I

could expect to face for the rest of the season....
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I was thrilled to see what happened to the characters since book one but otherwise I did a lot of

skimming and fast reading. A little heavy on the melodrama and overused clichÃƒÂ©s on gender

and the roles of the sexes.

This was a good follow up to the first book 'Football Girl'. We follow the further trials and tribulations

of a female in a mans world and the problems of fame and the tall poppy syndrome.It appears from

the end of the book that a further installment will come with the title 'World Cup'.An enjoyable read



for those that have an interest in TG novels.

Nice follow up to "Football Girl". Following the adventures of Susan and her friends and family gives

one a great journey of a young girl coming of age in unusual circumstances. The only problem, is

the story line about Joanne was left un resolved. I hope this is an indication that we will see Football

Girl 3!

This book took off where book one ended and just like her first book I found it really hard to put

down. Susan is a gifted footballer and doesn't let it go to her head. The story line is very well written

and has a lot of the problems teenagers go thru. If you haven't read book do so before reading book

2 otherwise you will not be able to follow the story line. I can't wait for book 3 to come out so I can

continue the story to see how things turn out for Susan.

I enjoyed Football Girl and this sequel kept the interest going... if you love soccer (football for the

Euro's)... have an interest in the TG novel area... this twist on the subject along with some intrigue

will keep you interested.

Couldn't put it down, read number one to the set, and started second right after. Great story, can't

wait for number three

This continues the story started in "Football Girl". It's the story of how an abused transgendered

teen manages to get control of (his?) life, find some true friends and family, only to find out that she

is intersexed and is actually mostly female. And, oh yes, she winds up being the media darling of an

otherwise all male soccer league.I have read the first book many, many times since it came out. I

will now re-read the second book as well. They are two of my go-to books when I want to read

something warm and comfy. I recommend reading both these books.

I really enjoyed the first installment of this series, so I was very excited at the news when this sequel

was released. It is well-written and edited well. there are no glaring grammatical or contextual errors.

I like the characters a lot, and it is a fun read.The only real downside will be the wait for book 3.

Hopefully, it will not be long in coming.
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